DNS @ Shopify

by @EmilStolarsky
DNS Sucks
1. Intuitive
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3. Democratized
Shopify/record_store
dynect.example.com:
  config:
    provider: DynECT
  ignore_patterns:
    - type: NS
      fqdn: dynect.example.com.
  records:
    - type: A
      fqdn: a-record.dynect.example.com.
      address: 10.10.10.42
      ttl: 86400
    - type: TXT
      fqdn: ping.dynect.example.com.
      txtdata: pong
      ttl: 300
    - type: TXT
      fqdn: marco.dynect.example.com.
      txtdata: polo
      ttl: 300
mattvleming commented on Dec 22, 2015

That's awesome that's all we needed to do

stevenmichaelthomas commented on Dec 22, 2015

Yeah this was really an incredible process. From request to implementation in like 30 minutes.
Thanks!

Follow me on Twitter @EmilStolarsky